FROM BOB
Book Review
Nelson, E.C. 2000. Sea beans and nickar nuts. Handbook Number 10. Botanical Society of the British Isles c/o
Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD England. 154 pp. ISBN 0-901158-29-1

From cover to cover this handbook is a pure joy to read. Charles has melded his 20-year hobby into a stellar,
reader-friendly book. Introductory subjects include floating duration, North Atlantic currents, beach combing,
viability and cultivation. Then follows the richly informative chapters on the history of drift seeds, Charles Darwin
and drifting seeds, and folklore in Europe.
Most of the rest of the handbook is an illustrated and keyed catalog of drift disseminules that reach Europe from
the New World. The key and catalog are brought to life by the excellent disseminule illustrations by Wendy Walsh
with a few supplementary adult plant illustrations by Alma Hathway. The catalog covers 55 entries with these
textual data: Disseminule category, source, frequency (for European beaches), viability and cultivation, mature
plant, summary, and references. A bibliography, list of useful addresses, and a complete index conclude this
handbook. This book is a must for your library. Congratulations and well done, Charles.
[To u.s. readers: Four signed copies of Charles Nelson's book are still available from Atlantic Press, Inc.
PO Box 510366 Melbourne Beach, FL 32951 ($32 including tax, shipping, and handling.)]

top from left: Mary Ann Bell, Pete Zies; next row: Mike McKenna (in hat), Deb Trachtman, Sue Bradley, Ruth Smith, Ed Perry, Mike Burnett,
Cathy Vow (in hat), John Dennis, Betty Gunn, Pam Schrimscher, Bob Gunn, Joe Hartman; next row: Mike Stewart, Margie Mitchell, Cathie
Katz, Patten, Mary, and Spaulding Basham, John Brolmann, Eleanor Hillman.

This year was our Sea Bean Symposium Sesquicentennial (5th annual meeting) and the beach made sure it was
a memorable anniversary for all who attended. The beach conditions were just right I with strong winds, big waves,
and tons of seaweed arriving on cue as if Cathie had conjured them up for us. Those who remember the heavy
tar of a prior Symposium were happy to find the beaches tar-free this year.
Much to our much-missed member Curt Ebbesmeyer's dismay, garbage was quite abundant on the beach this
year, and included numerous items from Cuba, the Bahamas, the Keys, and South America. This showed that our
transport currents were definitely working properly. Curt also would have been intrigued by this year's beach
mystery, which was dozens and dozens of intact chicken eggs washing up on the beach!
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Our plan changed a bit this year, and we only were
open to the public for two days; Friday and Saturday.
Despite that we still had well over 500 visitors to the
Symposium! Bob Gunn came back this year, and
along with John V. Dennis, Sr., they both signed the
reprint their World Guide. John Jr. also attended this
year and let us in on what it was like growing up with
a father whose job was looking for tar at the beach!
Shown right are John Dennis and Bob Gunn on
either side of Alice Lowe.
Ruth Smith also returned this year and put on her
astounding display of world wide seed jewelry .
Ed Perry has become our Sea-Bean Green Thumb,
and had several plants on display he had grown from
sea-beans
including Sea Hearts, Gray Nickernuts,
Candle
Nut, Brown
Nickernut,
and Hamburger
Beans.

I resurrected the "Bean-O-Matic" Wheel, and I did a presentation on the Sea-Beans I'd collected in the Amazon
River while visiting Peru this year. I was also happy to juxtapose two items for our visitors: the first being a 30-year
old letter of rejection from National Geographic magazine saying that sea-beans were unsuitable for inclusion, and
the second being the October 2000 issue of National Geographic which included photos and a discussion of our
favorite seeds!
Sea-Bean jewelry was very popular this year. With Cathy Vow and Deb Trachtman presenting their own styles.
Sea-Bean crafts also made a showing this Symposium with Alice Lowe showing her Sea-l;3ean tattoo and SeaBean Shadow boxes. Mike Stewart displayed his unusual sea-bean creations which got a lot of attention for their
originality. Alice Surrency and Mary Ann Bell had their new "Sea Bean Stick" available to beaners who choose to
poke through the wrack. Showing that necessity truly is the mother of invention, Alice and Mary Ann decided not
to trust luck to find a stick to root through the seaweed, so they combined a shovel haft, a wriststrap, a rubber grip,
and twin plastic-coated metal prongs to create a serious beachcombers tool. I tested one on the beach and it
moved seaweed like a bulldozer!
In our efforts to h~lp educate newcomers, several presentations were made, including Ed Perry's introductory
beachcombing slide show, my sea-bean identification marathon, and Cathy Yow's talk about her first year living
on the beach. We also had a panel discussion this year which included myself, Bob Gunn, John Dennis, Ed Perry,
and Claudia Chaplow a guest speaker on Ivory Nut Palm seeds and their history .Among the many items
discusse;d, the main concern was "where are the Keeper seeds?" It was pointed out that we had had several days
of strong onshore winds at the right time of the year and that tons of seaweed had been pushed onshore, followed
by lots of long distance trash, so why weren't our favorite seeds mixed in? Even the experts weren't sure, and had
to make educated guesses on possible explanations.
The centerpiece of the Symposium was the Bean-A- Thon, and it went very well considering that the armada had
evaded us. Conspicuously missing from our field of 35 competitors were Dave Williams and Rondall Owens, but
to insure a good challenge, Ed Perry and I stepped into the fray. Even with Keepers scarce, a wide variety of
seeds were still found. Ed led the pack with 37 species and won the Most Variety of Beans Award. I grumbled
enough about my second place'finish that Ed gave me a special consolation prizea pacifier scavenged from
the beach!
The Best Non-Bean Award went to Bill Eastlake from Missouri for the genuine "doubloon" found at Canaveral
National Seashore! His find was especially surprising because before the contest three replicas were planted on
the beach to be recovered for prizes. Imagine our surprise when none of them came back, but a real one did!
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Equally exciting was 8-year old Hannah Fisch's find of a message in a
green bottle! You should have seen the crowd of people bunched
around the bottle as it was uncorked and the soggy message pulled out.
Once the Spanish text was deciphered we heard about a man's prayer
to the Virgin Mary for his family's well being in Cuba. This find netted her
the Youth Award for a Notable beach treasure. (Hannah shown right.)
Margie Mitchell snagged a Special Contribution
Award for the unique,
weathered Conch Salad sign, encrusted with goose-neck barnacles she
found on the beach. In a surprise twist, the Rare Bean award wasn't
won by one of our experienced
experts, but rather by 7 -year old Ben
Sunter who found not one, but two rare seeds, an Oxyrhynchus
and a
Quisqualis!
The Heartiest Sea Heart Award went to Ty Yadouda for his perfectly
heart-shaped Sea Heart. Ed Perry won The Squarest Hamburger Bean
Award for a remarkably
square
hamburger
bean. Kate and Jim
Johannsen won the Smallest Nickar Bean Award a tiny gray nickernut
the size of a wood rose seed! Shown below are Kate and Jim receiving
their Award with Kate holding the pea-sized nickar bean.
As has become our habit, old friend Iships were renewed, and new ones
were begun. We enjoyed the com pany of the Fick Family from South
Africa. Mike arid Sam Burnett from Padre Island, Texas showed us the
dozens of brown nickernuts found on their beaches,'ajong
with many
other finds.

The Jewelry-Making Contest resulted in an array of
beautifully crafted accessories, including an artistic
piece by Kate Johanssen which took the Best of Show
Award. Pat ton Basham's originality netted him the
Most Creative Award and Spaulding Basham won the
Award for the Youth Division. Honorable mention was
awarded to Deb Trachtman for one of her exquisite
necklaces.
Before the impromptu panel discussion Saturday
night, Cathie presented Ray Dickinson with the welldeserved Special Beaner of the Year Award for
outstanding service.
Looking back, it seems that everything but Keeper
Seeds were collected on the beach this symposium.
To me, that is the ocean's way of reminding us that
the beach isn't supposed to be exploited for personal
gain, rather it should be experienced on its own terms,
and we should be open to what it chooses to show us
when we're there.
A quick executive meeting on Sunday resulted in the decision to hold next year's Symposium at the Cocoa Beach
Library again, on October 4-7 I 2001 (October 6 and 7 open to the public). Funding for The Drifting Seed newsletter
is very low, and annual dues will now be $10. Responsibility for next year's show has been divided into several
segments, and anyone wishing to help is encouraged to contact Sue Bradley. All things considered, it was a very
pleasant anniversary! See you all next year!
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seaheart88@aol.com

North Atlantic beaches are blessed with a large variety of sea-beans that reach their shores. On the eastern coast
of Florida alone, we now have stranding records for nearly 200 species of seeds, nuts, and fruits (Pete lies, pers.
comm., 1999), arguably making it the single best collecting area in the world for drift seeds and fruits.
Disseminules that originate from South America, Central America, Mexico, and the West Indies eventually
converge together in the mightiest current on Earth, the Gulf Stream, which transports them from tropical climes
to distant shores.
These treasured seeds may strand on the shores of Gulf Coast states, eastern Florida, or even along the
Carolinas or New Jersey banks. Those seeds capable of long floating durations can make trans-Atlantic voyages
and end up on shores of Western Europe.
A favorite find of beachgoers along these shores has long been the true sea-bean or Mucuna seed. Nicknamed
the hamburger bean here in the U.S., or the horse-eye bean in Europe, it is the thick black band (hilum) encircling
about 3/4ths of the seed that has endeared it so with collectors. Many species of Mucuna seeds find their way into
ocean currents. Originating from woody, high climbing vines in the tropics, these peregrine drifters are capable
of performing long ocean journeys and stranding on shores thousands of miles from their parent plants. Beans
of varied shapes, sizes, and colors have long captured human curiosity. Beautiful and inspiring, they carry with
them the lure -of distant, exotic lands, and far away places.

More commonly found than any other is the brown
hamburger bean M. s/oanei. Being at times nearly spherical
in shape, this brown seed is the plumpest on average of all
the North Atlantic Mucunas. Coloration can vary from a light
peach to almost black, but most seeds possess a brown
pigmentation that is offset by a cream to almost white
border just above and below the hilum band. A grown out
specimen of this seed produced a robust vine that bloomed
chandelier-like clusters of yellow/green flowers. Two nights
of temperatures just at 31°F killed this two-year old plant,
which had been able to previously survive temperatures in
the 33- to34-degree range.
Brown mucuna M sloanei

Nearly as common on beaches as the brown horseeye bean is the red hamburger bean M. urens. More
compressed in shape than M. sloanei, red horse-eye
beans possess a red to orange pigmentation offset by
a yellowish border running just above and below the
hilum band. Swirls of black flecking mayor may not
be present. All seeds should be held in sunlight for
optimum color comparisons. A grown out seed of this
species is currently 1.5 years old and is displaying
clusters of purple/green flowers dangling on foot-long
stalks (forthcoming article). This species appears to be
more cold tolerant as it survived the same freezing
nights that killed back M. sloanei.

Red mucuna M Urens
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A much rarer bean found on Atlantic beaches is the
black hamburger bean M. holtonii. This lustrous, solid
black seed is usually disc shaped with an extremely thin
hilum more closely resembling that of Dioc/ea spp. The
band, about 2 mm broad, is convex with the surface of
the seed, slightly protruding most of its length around
the seed. The smooth coat of the seed is wavy and
dimpled as though the seed might have become
desiccated
during early stages of development.
However, both specimens in my collection, and at least
four other Florida records I have witnessed all possess
these same characteristics.

Black mucuna M holtonii

A much thinner, more chip-Iike form of black hamburger
bean has also been found on Florida and Texas
beaches. The specimens I have in my collection and all
others I have seen were horse-shoe in shape, and
strongly compressed (much more so than seeds of M.
holtonil). Some of the specimens exhibited a swirl-Iike
corolla pattern on the face of the seed. The hilum of
these seeds is flush with the contour and does not
protrude. This is yet another drift seed that needs to be
identified. I call them horse-shoe mucunas.
Horse-shoe mucuna M sp. ?
Another hamburger bean, this one sometimes of giant
proportions, also reaches Atlantic beaches. Not to be
confused with M. gigantea (a Pacific Ocean drift
seed) (see photo next page), giant hamburger beans
are treasured finds with collectors on Atlantic shores.
Although not all specimens of this seed exhibit giant
proportions (some can be the same size as that of M.
urens and M. sloanel), they all share in common a
noticeably wide, black hilum, usually 8-10 mm broad,
or larger. The lighter colored border on each side of
the hilum band often appears as though it were
painted with a watercolor artist's brush. Debate exists
as to whether or not this seed has been correctly
identified as M. fawcettii, which might in fact already
be extinct in its native homeland of Jamaica (Nelson,
2000). Nevertheless, it does appear to be a distinct
species, of which a seed or two may have to be
grown out to flowers if we are to ever know of its true
identity. Since not all specimens are necessarily giant
in proportion, I offer the name thick-banded mucuna
as a common name, of which I often use.
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Pacific mucuna M gigantea

M rostrata?

Still other seeds exist in my collection, and those of others, that appear to be Mucunas of different species. Some
smaller seeds group into those that are "0" shaped, with overall dark gray coloring, and others that are round,
orangeish brown, with convex, protruding hilums. These have been affectionately named "pokey-outees" by the
editor of this newsletter. Could either of these possibly be M. rostrata? Who really knows? Over 100 species of
Mucuna exist worldwide.
As a group of collectors and sea-bean enthusiasts from around the world, we should make it our mission to help
one another in obtaining identifications for our treasured seeds, and to keep accurate records of when and where
we collect. We know now that chemicals such as L-Dopa in the Mucunas is helpful in the treatment of patients with
Parkinson's disease and that other sea-beans such as the Canavalia spp. carry cancer curing agents (Katz, 1995).
Wherever questions to identity of seeds exist, every effort should be made to grow these seeds out to flowering
plants. A world of discovery awaits every curious beachcomber. These beautiful seeds truly are gems of the
rainforests and gifts from the sea!

.,-~.

Shown above is Ed Perry standing near some of his sea-bean plants at the Sea-Bean Symposium and Pete Zies sitting at his
display area underneath some of the many award certificates.
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